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Kevin's Tuscarora Valley #2 Log 
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Topic author: East Broad Top 
Posted on: 25 Mar 2004 11:11:44 

Okay, I've finally decided to get to work on my MasterClass project, after recovering from the combine 
project and starting on two intermediate projects in between. (They're still going, but on the side.)  
 
The Prototype 
 

 
Railroad Museum of Pennsylvania/PHMC Collection 
 
Tuscarora Valley #2, built by T.H. Paul. Rebuilt by the TVRR in 1896 from an 0-4-2 to an 0-4-4 when 
she was converted from wood to coal, receiving the extended smokebox and straight stack at the 
same time. 
 
The Process 
 
The first thing one notices when you compare the Ruby to this locomotive is that the domes are 
different. The Ruby has the steam and sand dome right next to each other on a rather stubby boiler, 
where the prototype had a fair amount of real estate between them--enough for a bell to be situated 
between them.  
 
In order to duplicate this on the Ruby, I had a few options. First, there was the option of building a 
brand new boiler, so that things were located in the proper spots. That seemed much more trouble 
than it was worth. I knew that I wanted to install a goodall valve so I could fill the boiler with water 
while under steam. My previous Ruby bash taught me that while it is nice to hide said valve under the 
sand dome, the little bugger gets HOT! Filling the boiler usually involves a rather unpleasant warming 
of the fingertips. 
 



 

The solution was to place the bell on top of the goodall valve. The bell, off of a Bachmann loco, has a 
metal post extending down from the bottom. This can easily get machined down to fit inside the 
opening for the goodall valve, allowing it to sit rather firmly. (A vent for weeping steam will also be 
drilled. More when that process is actually performed.)  
 
For this to work, though, the boiler has to be moved back on the frame almost 1". As this is an 0-4-4T, 
I have a bit of room to play with, so this shouldn't become an issue.  
 
The other major change for this project is that the boiler has to be lowered. The stock boiler sits about 
3/16" higher than what I need it to. There is a spacer block that sits between the steamchest and the 
boiler on the original locomotive. By removing that, I was able to lower the boiler to the correct height 
above the rails. (The spacer block is actually serving as a cradle on the rear of the boiler in the above 
photo.) 
 

 



In order for the boiler to sit lower, I had to bend the steam delivery pipe down and to the side, so the 
steam line could run under the boiler, beside the reversing rod. Alternatively you could run the steam 
line through the burner flue as a superheater, but for now I'm running it this way. I may change my 
mind at some point. The trick there is getting to the coupling that would be rather far back in the 
smokebox. 
 
Before I could do anything resembling building frame extensions for this locomotive, I needed to know 
how, exactly, the boiler was going to sit. To do this, I needed to extend the smokebox forward to 
compensate not only for the distance I moved the boiler back, but for the fact that the smokebox on 
the prototype was extended. 

 

I rolled a new smokebox out of some .025" brass sheet. (It's mirrored on one side--surplus 
photographic stuff my dad came across.) To roll it, I availed myself of a friend's slip roll. We didn't 
anneal the sheet for the smokebox, but it's small size was easy enough to work with. I wanted to 
make a new "sub jacket" for the boiler out of the same material, but we found we had to anneal it first 
so it would bend properly through the rollers. (That's why it appears discolored compared to the 
smokebox.) This sub jacket will be the structural surface to which all boiler fittings such as the sand 
dome, running boards and any other items will be attached to. The actual jacket, made out of .005" 
blackened brass sheet will be wrapped on the outside of that. See my article in the Mason Bogie 
masterclass - http://www.mylargescale.com/articles/masterclass/mc2/mc2-03/patina1.asp - for more 
information. 
 
I'm using the original saddle as the primary splice to hold the new smokebox together, and hold it onto 
the original boiler. If you look at the photo, you'll notice I'm using the original forward holes as the 
attachment point for the rear of the saddle. The front screws are held in place on the inside by a set of 
nuts. 



 

You can see how far the extension sticks out beyond the original smokebox, as well as how I had to 
cut away various parts of the smokebox to clear the plumbing. The original opening for the saddle will 
be covered by the new jacket. I'm tempted to leave a small opening to make lighting the locomotive 
easier. (No more opening the smokebox door.) 

 

Once the smokebox was in place, I could mark the location of the new smokestack opening. I 
positioned the smoke stack in line with the centerline of the cylinders, so I'll have to put a slight "S" 
bend in the exhaust line coming from the reversing block to get it to line up. 



 

Now, we know exactly where the boiler is going to sit, and we have a good idea of how the locmotive 
is ultimately going to look, at least forward of the cab. The next step is to take a look at the framing, 
and figure out how best to build the cab/bunker deck. It will have to be raised about 1/4" above the 
current top of the frame in order to clear the trailing truck. 
 
I also need to contemplate how best to secure the boiler to the frame. There's the original post on the 
rear of the boiler that will work on that end, but by removing the spacer block, I ended up removing 
the only mechanism of securing the boiler to the frame. I'm thinking right now that I may be able to 
make some kind of clamp that fits around the exhaust bushing that will secure the boiler down. 
Between that and the boiler stays, I think it will work quite well. 
 
The domes and headlight are from Accucraft--from their 4-4-0 
 
Further bulletins as events warrant... 
 
Later, 
 
K 
 
P.S. I'm acutely aware of the darned cool finish I got when I annealed the brass sheet with the 
mirroring on the other side. I want to try annealing a sheet that has been cleaned within an inch of its 
life to see if I can get a cleaner, less mottled by grease and fingerprints look. 

Replies:  

 
Reply author: Dave Brown 
Replied on: 26 Mar 2004 17:16:56 

Very nice work! Did you have to modify the domes to fit the Ruby boiler? 
 
Dave Brown 

 
 



Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 26 Mar 2004 17:46:23 

The sand dome is pretty much a good fit. There may be just a bit of sanding to get it to sit down 
perfect, but not much. The steam dome is another story. It will be hollowed out from underneath to 
accomodate the safety valve. I'm still playing with ideas as to how to secure the dome to the boiler. I 
may make a new cap for the steam dome, and have that screw down to the top of the safety valve. 
(Norm Saley makes a similar device to secure the stock domes to the Ruby)  
 
They'll actually be one of the last things I ultimately work on. Right now, I'm working on the rear 
frame/firebox assembly, and devising ways to do the trailing truck. 
 
Suggestions always welcome. 
 
K 

 
Reply author: TrotFox 
Replied on: 26 Mar 2004 18:49:49 

Kevin, 
First, as always, Holy Cow! 
 
Second, the trailing truck. those wheels look like a really close fit to the Larger Lionel wheels. They 
measure aprox 3/4" at the treads so at 1:20.3 they'd be ~15". The truck could be one of the Hartford 
offerings? Unfortunately, the Bachmann trucks would likely be too big... do you have its dimentions? 
 
Trot, the fox who'll be watching this thread...  

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 27 Mar 2004 13:07:40 

I'm planning on using Bachmann's small (24mm) wheels. They scale out to just over 19", which is 
pretty close to the 18" it appears the prototype has. I've got some smaller wheels that scale out to 
16", but they look too small when compared to the drivers.  
 
I've found no commercially available sideframes that look anywhere near what I want, so I'm going to 
try my hand at building them myself. Unfortunately, I haven't found a photo that shows the rear truck 
very clearly at all, so I'm going to have to guess as to how it really looks. I'm not even 100% positive 
it was a simple archbar truck. Given that it was added by the railroad shops, I can reasonably guess 
that it would have been something relatively simple like that. They didn't have the facilities to make 
anything fancy there, and while the boys in the next valley over did (the EBT shops at Rockhill 
Furnace), it's unlikely that they would do anything more fancy either. They didn't for their own 
railroad. 
 
Trot, and other mechanical minded folks... 
 
Requirements for the rear truck suspension: 
1) has to have lateral sideplay of at least .5" either way from center 
2) should have springing so the truck returns to the center 
3) needs to allow for vertical elevation changes of ±.25" from level. 
 
Any ideas, theories, or proven practices welcome. I've got a few whirring about in my head that do 
one or the other, but haven't figured out a way to combine all three. 
 
K 

 



Reply author: TrotFox 
Replied on: 28 Mar 2004 04:53:15 

Just a guess but I'd say the truck could have been outsourced from somewhere else. Really though a 
swing motion truck shouldn't be all that difficult for the shop to build so long as they could look at one 
to get the general idea (and I'll bet they have some on freight cars). The low profile looks like a decent 
match for some of the swing motion designs I've seen photos of. : ] 
 
For mounting the first thing that comes to mind is a swing arm. It would be setup similar to how Barry 
does his front truck mount but with the inclusion of fairly stiff springs at the frame mounting point. The 
frame-side mount could be under the firebox with the arm connecting to the bottom of the truck. I did 
this with a Big Hauler and had excelent results with no springing... I've been turning this over in my 
head for the last few hours and the setup MTH uses on their coupler centering spring should do well in 
this application. I'd draw you a picture but there's not much time before my shift ends so it'll have to 
wait.  The swing arm can easily give the flexibility you need (that Big Hauler took 4' curves). 
 
Another option is a slot in the truck's bolster but I don't like sideways sliding links on suspensions. 
There's just too much chance of it binding and bucking the loco off the rail. However, if built right, 
having the slot in the truck rather than in the frame (as on the Big Hauler) will place more even 
presure on the wheels as any friction is nearly in line with the axles. With the high-placed slide on the 
BBH the friction is above the axle centerline and any binding will make the truck want to tilt. The real 
advantage to having a slotted truck is that springing would be dead simple.  
 
A third alternative would be a true swing motion truck. I think this would be difficult to implement with 
your required flexibility though.  
 
Oh, after looking at the photo again I can see where the Bach wheels might work out better. It'd be 
nice if those 'gentlemen' would step out of the way! 
 
Such glory-hounds! 
 
Trot, the still-pondering, fox...  

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 29 Sep 2004 18:58:48 

Well, it's been a darned short summer out here. Last I checked, I thought it was June, and now it's 
almost October! Ack!!!  
 
However, I finally managed to return to the workshop to continue my work on TVRR #2. Things are 
starting to come together rather quickly. 
 
K 



 

The boiler accoutrements are there for appearances only. They have yet to be fitted/attached to the 
boiler. In fact, it still needs to have the smokebox wrapped with a rivet-embossed sheet, and the 
blackened brass boiler jacket applied outside the chromed brass sub-wrapper. (Shame, but the 
mirroring is too uneven now, and this will be a working engine, not a spit-and-polish one.) 

 

Starting at the front, I built a new pilot beam for it. The pilot is narrowed FH&PB Ruby pilot. The 
coupler is a Kadee #1 scale coupler with the short coupler pocket. It's screwed into a piece of brass 
plate that runs into the pilot beam and is attached there, kind of a flat extension. To fit the piece of 
brass plate into the beam, I milled out a 1/8" slot using a rotary saw blade, inserted the plate, then 
filled the space above the plate with another piece of wood to hold it secure. I then put a screw up 
from the bottom to hold everything in place. 



 

You can see here the center piece I used to mate the two halves of the original pilot. This will 
ultimately get some brass edging and footplates. 

 



I also built a new steam chest as I lowered the boiler about 1/8" on the frame. Unfortunately, the 
steam chest no longer physically attaches to the boiler. I may build some tabs to facilitate that, but 
the boiler stays will do the same thing once they're in place. That, and the rear mount should be 
sufficient. 

 

Speaking of that, I had to shorten the rear frame of the loco by about an inch to clear the trailing 
truck. I moved the rearward spacer block in, and fabricated a new plate that screws onto the spacers 
as the old cab floor did to attach the rear of the boiler. This fits inside the new firebox I built. 

 

This was a fun piece to build. Basically, it's .010" brass bent to shape with rivet details. The ashpan is 
.020" brass bent to shape. It's sandwiched between the spacer blocks (which I had to narrow by .020" 
to account for the firebox walls), the original steel frame, and the .015" brass angles that form the 
new rear cab and tank frame. Getting 4 layers of metal to line up isn't an easy task. It's a good thing 
that I won't have to disassemble it any time soon--even for painting. 



 

This is the new frame extension. The base is 3/32" plywood with 1/32" scribed siding laminated to the 
top. This is screwed down to the brass angle irons that run the length of the rear. The tender truck 
mount will be attached to this as well, once I figure out how the devil I'm going to do that. 



 

This is the top of the rear deck. You can see the screws used to mount the floor to the angles. They're 
impressed into the wood floor, so they're almost flush with the surface. (A happy accident.) The brass 
floor on the cab may not be prototypic, but I put it there because steam locos are inherently messy, 
and I didn't want the water to soak into the wood. This way, it pools on the brass, and will harmlessly 
run through the opening right behind the firebox and down onto the track. The cab walls will attach to 
the brass tabs that stick up along the three edges. 
 
The next step is to get the boiler and all its acoutrements put together, so the loco can be steam-
tested before I go about the trouble of finishing the detailing, building the cab, and all the fiddly 
things.  
 
Further bulletins as events warrant. 
 
K 

 



Reply author: docwatsonva 
Replied on: 30 Sep 2004 06:17:40 

Kevin, 
 
Although I'm not a live steam fan, I think your engine is developing into a fantastic model. I'm looking 
forward to rest of the project. I'm sure there will be something in it for all of us.  

 
Reply author: slimgauge 
Replied on: 30 Sep 2004 11:51:49 

Kevin, please keep us (well, especially ME) informed on how things go ! 
I haven't received my Ruby kit yet, but when I do I'll need to be doing almost the same things you 
are, since I'll be building a modified 2-4-4. I used MS Paint ( ) to modify DLR Cad's drawing of the 
Fred Gurley. 

 

I removed the fancy Disney lettering, reduced the height of the rear tank and stretched the roof 
overhang a bit. Now the proportions are a bit more to my liking. 
 
Here's a link to DLR's unmodified sample.  
http://www.dlrcad.com/preview/3.gif 

 
Reply author: wchasr 
Replied on: 30 Sep 2004 13:37:58 

Kevin, 
Had you thought of using Model Airplane Dope for the Cab decking? instead of the brass? Just a 
thought. 
 
Chas Ronolder 

 



Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 02 Oct 2004 09:24:07 

I thought about sealing the wood with polyurethane resin, and may still do that. I had not thought of 
dope. That would work equally well (and smell equally bad.) Some semblance of brass would have to 
remain, as that's how I will be attaching the cab to the floor.  
 
I've also discovered that the bunker will be tall enough for me to locate the stock butane tank within 
that, so I won't have a big honkin' black thing occupying the front of the cab where I'd much rather 
put a fireman. I may build some kind of bath around it, just for those cold-weather days. It may be 
something as low-tech as a tuna-fish can or something.  
 
I picked up the cork for the lagging yesterday, so now I can finish putting everything in place for its 
steam test. (I also need to print out Dave's instructions for changing the steam admission.) 
 
 K 

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 27 Oct 2004 11:06:18 

Alrighty, it's almost the end of October, so an update is in order: 
 
Here's the latest image: 

 



 



It's coming together, but not without a few bumps and bruises along the way (more on those later.) 
Major projects completed since last time: 
 
The rear truck: 

 

This was scratchbuilt, using the plastic journals from a USA Trains freight truck. What I didn't realize 
was that the USA axles are evidently larger than everyone else's, so the B'mann wheels float a little in 
the journals. Nothing I can't live with, and if it gets really annoying, I can either install a brass bushing 
or simply pop out the USA journals and replace them with Bachmann or LGB journals. Most likely I'll 
never think twice about it and leave it be. The vertical posts that hold everything together are made 
from .057" steel wire used to tie concrete reinforcement rod together. It's soft, and the right diameter 
for threading for the 0-80 nuts.  
 
The most difficult part of building this truck was bending the middle arch strut. Ideally, one would 
make a drawing on the computer, and bend the strut to match. That was too much trouble. Clearly I 
could eyeball it and get it to match. Well, I got the two struts identical, but not symmetrical. The 
forward axle actually sits about 1/16" closer to the center than the rear one. Ah well, no one will ever 
notice. 
 
The biggest question I had was how I was going to attach this to the frame. I knew I didn't want to 
mill a slot into the floor of the loco, as I had done that before and was not pleased with the results. I 
wanted the sliding point to be as low as possible to the truck. Then it dawned on me. Forneys almost 
certainly rode on swing motion trucks, so the frame of the archbar truck would be attached to two 
timbers spaced a little bit apart from each other, so that the bolster could swing between them. 
Perfecto! If I omitted the central bolster, instead just using a vertical pin, I'd be in business. I made 
some dummy ends to fill the gap, but the rest is an open slot. 



 

This is what I came up with. The screw and large washer act as a retainer, keeping the truck from 
falling off, while still giving the unit a degree of vertical movement below the "neutral" position. The 
mounting pin is actually thinner than the opening slot, so that the truck can rock forward and back as 
track conditions dictate. If you look carefully, you can see the underside of the two brass strips I 
screwed into the top of the beams overhanging the inside edges. This keeps the truck from having any 
forward and back play, while still allowing it to rock. The spring slides right along the top of these 
brass strips providing downward pressure. It will fit around an R3 (3.5' radius) curve without difficulty.  
 
The trucks are not equalized, but neither are a majority of my others. It shouldn't be a problem. 
 



Boilerwork, etc. 

 



The other significant changes take shape along the boiler. The first was the addition of the boiler 
bands. Now, there will still be a blackened brass wrapper that goes over this sub-wrapper, but that 
won't be done until the loco's ready to be painted. (If the blued mirrored finish was a bit more even 
and didn't have finger prints all over it, I'd consider keeping it, but this is going to be a working loco, 
so niceties like a polished boiler jacket would be out of place anyway.) Anyway, the first thing I 
discovered when I put the bands in place was that the forward band interfered with the steam lines, so 
the boiler wouldn't sit flush on the steam saddle. A little creative bending, and everything fit nicely.  
 
Next came making and mounting the running boards. The sub-wrapper is .015" thick brass sheet, 
which is usually thick enough to be threaded to 0-80. At the very least, it's thick enough to hold its 
shape once various accoutrements are applied. I ran an 0-80 screw from behind, so that the running 
boards could be attached with a nut from the outside. This isn't an ideal solution in that despite the 
sheet brass being threaded, the screws still sit a bit loose in the holes and have a tendency to want to 
back out when you're tightening the nuts. I could use JB Weld to hold the screws to the sheet, but I 
ultimately decided that the running boards could easily be attached to the wrapper prior to the 
wrapper being placed around the boiler. The entire thing slips over the boiler from the rear, then the 
bands can be tightened to clamp it in place. This also eliminates the need to have to remove the 
smokebox details and stack in order to remove the wrapper. I do have to remove the steam block off 
the back of the cab, but that's just one bolt. 
 
The smokebox got an embossed brass wrapper, and the stack was secured. I also added a smokebox 
cleanout plug to the side. This is not soldered to the smokebox, rather just screwed in from behind. In 
a post elsewhere on this list, Vance Bass suggests getting a very short 3mm nutdriver. This is sage 
advice, though in the case of the 0-80 nuts I'm using, it would be 1/8" driver. Unfortunately, I didn't 
have one when I attached this little fitting. Trying to tighten a small nut about 1/2" inside a 1 3/4" 
tube with a pair of needlenose pliers is less than a simple task. I'm not certain that using the head of 
an allen screw as a wrench would make it tremendously easier, but it certainly couldn't make it any 
harder. Methinks I'll be adding one of those to my grocery list next time I'm at Caboose.  
 
Other bumps and bruises 
Because I lowered the boiler on the frame, there is no longer a feasible way to attach the boiler using 
the steamchest saddle. This perhaps wasn't one of my strongest engineering moments, but it wasn't 
quite the end of the world, either. The boiler is held onto the frame using the screw at the rear of the 
boiler (as it is on the original Ruby), and in the front solely by the boiler stays. They're made from 
3/32" copper tubing, held in place by four 0-80 screws (two on each side) and a small flathead wood 
screw going into the pilot beam. Ordinarily I'd just use 0-80 screws for that as well, but I wanted the 
additional strength of the coarser thread of a proper wood screw. If I come across a small hex-head or 
roundhead wood screw, I'll replace the flathead screws. 
 
In mounting the boiler, I discovered that my original pilot beam didn't sit perfectly centered on the 
locomotive. I'm not certain how that happened, but it required me to build a new pilot beam. You'll 
notice in the front view that the boiler isn't 100% parallel to the frame, either. I thought I had that set, 
but I'll have to go back and take a closer look at the rear mounting to figure out what's pushing it 
slightly askew. It won't be a difficult fix. It could also be that the boiler isn't attached in these photos, 
but just resting on the cradle.  
 
The next task 
Before I went too much further with the cosmetic work, I decided that a proper steam test was in 
order. I had run the loco on air with good results, but I needed to make sure things worked as they 
should. I encountered one significant issue during this test. The gas tank, being far away from the 
loco, is much more prone to losing gas pressure due to it getting very cold as the gas leave the tank. 
This will necessitate a water bath of some variety to help regulate the tank temperature. As the tender 
portion is rather small, I don't have a lot of room for a large water bath, in fact it will have to be only a 
bit larger than the gas tank itself. To counter this small volume of water, I'm going to tap a steam line 
off the header block to send steam into the bath to keep the water warm.  
 
To do this, I'm going to need to figure out how much room I'm going to need for the R/C electronics, 
then take the rest of the space up with the butane tank. The other trick is to do this in a way to where 
the gas valve is accessible but not obtrusive. 



 
Only 2 1/2 months to Diamondhead... Best be getting busy. 
 
K 

 
Reply author: Scottychaos 
Replied on: 27 Oct 2004 11:22:31 

Kevin, 
wow! looking great! 
hmmm.. scratchbuilt trucks.. i’m going to have to think about that! 
for some reason, I cant seem to force myself to try that.. 
 
what do you use for bending the heavy brass strips (for the truck).. 
I have been using pliers, but its not very accurate.. 
im thinking of looking into one of those hand-brake things.. 
(where did I just read about that? was it one of your GR articles?) 
Scot 

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 27 Oct 2004 11:52:11 

I just used pliers. They're about as accurate as anything, really. The key is to use a thin line to mark 
where you want the bend to be, then be consistent in setting the mark against the edge of the jaws. 
Making sure it's square is a bit finicky, but not too hard with a small square. (If you make the mark 
square to the strip, then it's easy to line it up.) The brass I used is 3/16" x 1/32", so it bent very 
easily. I found the key thing to building this truck was to keep the holes for the vertical rods lines up. I 
cut the four flat bars a little long on either side so I could clamp them together and drill all the holes at 
once. I then marked the side of the brass with a Sharpee, so I knew how to line them up when I was 
putting them together. Once they were assembled, I trimmed and cleaned up the ends. 
 
Scot, in looking at what you're planning on doing (I love it, by the way) you're going to have to 
engineer some kind of sliding arrangement into the rear truck mount, also, either in the rear truck or 
the bolster. If you go with a commercial truck, then you'll have to allow the bolster to slide. You can do 
that either with a slot (invert what I built) or with a swing-arm arrangement. A swing-arm set up can 
be rigged to be self centering, which is an advantage over what I designed, but like any self-centering 
mechanism, you don't want it to pull too hard back to center to where you're derailing constantly.  
 
One of my early thoughts was to do something along those lines using the truck from a Bachmann 4-
4-0/2-6-0 tender. Lacking a spare, and figuring that it would be easy enough to build one tailored to 
my exact needs, I opted for that route instead. 
 
One more note: The only way to get the wheels out of this truck is to disassemble the entire thing. 
There ain't no flexing it to pop the axle end. 
 
 K 

 
Reply author: wchasr 
Replied on: 27 Oct 2004 12:29:05 

Kevin, 
 
In your fist mockup shot it looks as if the Plywood that you used is already warped? This is puzzling as 
I remember looking back through the log that you had bolted this to the new "frame work" or angles 
under that deck? Maybe going all brass might not be such a bad idea? 



 
Concerned 
 
Chas Ronolder 

 
Reply author: Scottychaos 
Replied on: 27 Oct 2004 12:35:35 

thanks Kevin.. 
yeah, I am going to have to look into swinging trucks.. 
something new to learn! 
(Tom, if you are listening..is that planned to be a part of the class?) 
Scot 

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 27 Oct 2004 13:03:59 

The plywood's still flat. The cardboard mock-up is less than square, and makes the plywood look 
funny. The angles had to be cut away a bit to clear the wheel, making the rear a bit more flexible than 
I had desired. I remedied that by running a 1/4" brass bar from the rear of the firebox to the end 
beam. This square bar is bolted to the frame, so it's good and solid now. The central pin for the rear 
truck is screwed into this bar as well. It's got plenty of strength and support now.  
 
In hindsight, a brass floor may have been a better option, but ah well.  
 
I spent the past hour playing with fitting everything in the bunker, and found a workable solution. Fuel 
tank/water bath off to the engineer's side, accessible through a tool box, with the radio and batteries 
taking up the rest of the space on the other side.  
 
And the steam line coming from the lubricator is pushing the boiler off center in the rear. I'll trim the 
insulation back behind the lubricator to eliminate that problem.  
 
Progress... Now, it's off to work so I can pay for the servos! 
 
 K 

 



Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 12:44:13 

Okay, it's now December!!! Where does the time go? 
 
Finally, though, TVRR #2 is ready for the paint shop.  

 

Engineer's side 



 

Front 



 

The Bunker 
The bunker was the biggest challenge, as it had to be both cosmetic and functional. I needed it to be 
tall enough to hide the fuel tank, large enough to allow me to build a separate water bath for the fuel 
tank inside the bunker, and stil have enough room for the electronics for the R/C.  

 



The bunker is made from .010" brass, bent to shape and glued to a wood floor to give it strength. 
(This floor is separate from the floor of the cab/bunker deck.) The flared sides are separate sheets of 
brass, as are the corner pieces and the wire edging. I've gotten very good with my small pencil butane 
torch during this project, in fact I find it's surprisingly adequate for a lot of tasks. I kept waiting for 
something to come up to force me to go to Lowes for a propane cylinder for my Bernzomatic, but 
nothing was too big a job for the little pencil torch. It's light weight and fine tip make it very 
controlable. Having a big can of butane and the filler valve for the locos is an added bonus--refilling 
the torch is a snap! 

 



You can see here how the electronics, fuel, and all that stuff are arranged. The AAA battery pack is in 
the upper left side of the bunker, with the receiver immediately behind it. The water bath is on the 
right, and the butane tank inside the bath. The bath itself is soldered together, but the fuel tank sits 
in, and his held in place both by the original mounting screws in through the bottom, and a very 
healthy dose of silicon sealant. I don't want any water leaking out. The bath itself will actually be filled 
with a sponge, so the water can't slosh about and damage the electronics.  
 
I lengthened the existing fuel line with some 3/32" copper tubing I had lying about. I cut off the 
original ends, drilled them out, and soldered the new tube in place. The solder got inside the tube on 
both ends, so I had to drill out the openings again, but that wasn't difficult. I could have used silicon 
tubing, but I just didn't like the aesthetics of it. 

 

This shows the wood insert that will form the base of the top of the tender. It will largely be covered 
with coal, so aesthetics at this point are not a concern. There will ultimately be a (cosmetic) water 
hatch somewhere in there as well. To hide the top of the butane tank, but still make it accessible for 
easy refuelling, I built a toolbox with a hinged lid to cover it. The control valve runs forward, and can 
be easily accessed from the side of the locomotive. 



The Cab 

 

The cab was equally fun to build. I took tricks I learned working on the combine, and applied them to 
the cab, especially for dealing with the window glazing. After the cab is painted, I can simply slide the 
glazing down into the window openings from the top. The cab doors are functional, and the interior is 
trimmed out as well. I figured it was just as easy to do that as it was not to, so what the heck? With 
the windows and the wide open back, it's very visible. (You can also see the power switch for the R/C 
on the bunker wall). 

 



You can see the hinge arrangement I used to make the roof removable. You need to remove the steam 
dome in order to flip the roof all the way forward, but that's not a big deal. I decided to keep the 
steam dome loose anyway, as it's easier to fill the boiler initially by removing the safety valve than it is 
to remove the goodall valve. (again, more in a bit). 
 
The roof itself is 1/32" plywood, steamed to an arch, laminated with 1/64" scribed siding on the 
underside, then glued to brass forms that I bent on my railbender. I used a similar technique on the 
passenger car roof, and it builds to be a very strong roof that holds its shape well. The outside of the 
roof is clad in .003" brass sheet, scribed from behind to simulate solder joints on a tin roof. 

 

Other Stuff 
Okay, I mentioned the Goodall valve, used to fill the boiler while under steam. In most cases, this 
valve can be hidden by a dome. Not on mine. The placement of the domes on the prototype 
necesitated that the location of the Goodall valve be where the bell sits. This wasn't too much of a 
problem, except for one minor little detail. In order for the valve to sit closer to the boiler, I had to 
remove about 1/4" from the top of it. Easy enough to do, but in doing so, I eliminated any chance of 
me grabbing hold of the darned thing to remove it to fill the boiler at the beginning of a run. I cut a 
slot across it, and that helped. Still, it's not the easiest thing to grab hold of.  
 
The bell is a modified Bachmann bell. I drilled out the mounting post that was there, and replaced it 
with a lenght of brass rod that is designed to fit into the hole in the Goodall valve. I'll have to see how 
much the bell rotates around during operation to see if I'm going to actually key the bell to the valve. 
It's not a huge deal to do that, but if I don't have to, I won't bother. 
 
As I mentioned earlier, the steam dome is removable. The inside of the dome was hollowed out so to 
clear the safety valve. My little lathe was too small for this task, so I enlisted the help of Marc Horovitz 
for this process. The biggest stumbling block was mounting the dome in the lathe itself. We had to 
build a collar to go around the midsection of the dome so the jaws of the lathe didn't mar the flutes. 
(They did slightly, but nothign a file can't fix.) 



R/C Installation 
 
Fitting the R/C into the cab was a fun project. I had a few requirements when I started contemplating 
how best to do it. First, I wanted the servos to be as onobtrusive as possible. That meant using the 
smallest servos I could find. The ones I'm using were $14 from the local hobby shop, so I didn't think I 
did too poorly there. The Radio control I bought off of ebay. It's an R/C car radio, with a trigger 
throttle and a steering wheel. I essentially swapped the functions, so the trigger controls the direction, 
and the "steering wheel" controls the throttle. I removed the centering spring on the wheel, so it 
works more like a real throttle would. The other nice thing about this radio is that the trigger function 
has adjustible electronic limits, so I can fine-tune the range of motion of the reverse piston valve, and 
still use the entire throw of the trigger. 
 
The second requirement I had was that I wanted to be able to easily manually control the locomotive if 
need be. All too often, I'll accidentally leave the transmitter or receiver power on, and when I get to a 
steam-up, my batteries are dead. That makes running the locomotive problematic at best, and leads to 
many burnt fingers. 

 



This is the throttle arrangement. The servo is directly below the throttle, though the arm acts across 
the axis--meaning it rotates opposite to the direction of the throttle. I tried it both ways, and got 
better motion using this method. It's a physics thing. I attached part of the old reversing lever to the 
throttle, so I can move the throttle by hand. I know, technically it's bad for the servos to be moved via 
the arm, but I've never had one fail because of it yet. I'd rather sacrifice a servo than an afternoon of 
not being able to run because the batteries are dead. 

 

The reverse mechanism was a bit more problematic. I had reversed the eccentrics so the loco is now 
inside admission in forward. Yet for manual control, I still wanted the johnson bar to move forward for 
forward. To accomplish this, I used a dual-arm servo horn, and attached the reverse rod going to the 
piston to the bottom arm, and bolted the Johnson bar (it was in my parts bin) to the upper arm of the 
horn. Moving the bar forward moves the rod backwards, as the pivot is between the two points. 
Technically, the Johnson bar should be a bit further forward in the cab, but I still needed it to be 
accessible for my fingers, hence its location towards the rear. 



 

From here, it's off to the paint shop. There are still a few details that need to be added, as well as 
some that I forgot to install prior to photographing (water lines from the bunker to the cab--running 
below the floor). I'm waiting for a warmer day between now and January, when the loco will make its 
debut at Diamondhead. 
 
Overall, it's been a very fun project, and has turned out every bit as well as I had envisioned.  
 
K 

 
Reply author: slimgauge 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 13:20:59 

Great Jumping Jehosephat ! Add a pilot truck and it's Gurley ! Boy, Kevin, when my Ruby kit 
(eventually) comes, I'm going to be following in your footsteps.  

 
Reply author: ab1rab 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 13:41:49 

Oh lordy- that is nice. Very nice. Extremely very nice.  

 
Reply author: Rod Hayward 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 13:45:27 

Well Kevin, I have to say that is something I would dearly covert. Congrats on a fine piece of work. I 
look forward to seeing the painted version. 



 
All the best and merry Christmas. 
 
Rod H 
 
Cheers 

 
Reply author: Scottychaos 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 13:53:35 

WOW!!  

 
looks great Kevin!  
 
Scot 

 
Reply author: carpenter matt 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 17:40:30 

Kevin I'm amazed at the detail! No wonder you've been such a big help to me, you definately have 
the"eye"! 

 
Reply author: David Fletcher 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 18:09:24 

A fantastic rebuild Kevin..I know there is so much done to that Ruby..to the point where the old 
smokebox is somewhere under the sand dome! Man that's fantastic. Certainly the best looking Ruby 
rebuild yet. Having seen the fake crossheads and guides on the Fortwilderness locos..are you tempted 
to add those too? They really do finish of the chassis look. 
 
Nice! 
 
David.  

 
Reply author: Steve Stockham 
Replied on: 02 Dec 2004 21:05:17 

Man!  Wow! Impressive! (Radio controlled to boot!!!) I gotta hand it to ya man that is one sweet 
little engine!!  I can't wait to see it fully painted! Will you be using Stan's decals to finish her off or do 
you have other plans?  

 
Reply author: docwatsonva 
Replied on: 03 Dec 2004 05:58:17 

Absolutely fantastic Kevin. A truly masterful work of art. Can't wait to see it painted. Question - How 
did you apply the brass shim to the roof?  

 



Reply author: ebtmikado 
Replied on: 03 Dec 2004 07:41:48 

Terrific looking loco, Kevin. What's your next project, EBT 18 in live steam? LOL!!! 
 
Lee 

 
Reply author: TrotFox 
Replied on: 04 Dec 2004 02:14:44 

Nicely done! As an interesting note, I also have my throttle servo running in the opposite direction 
from the throttle for the same reason. You get greater closing torque and farther opening motion 
without phunky lever setups. =) 
 
I _really_ like what you've done for your reverser... That setup might solve multiple issues with my 
install... I think I'll steal it! =D 
 
Trot, the still-impressed, fox...  

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 04 Dec 2004 02:28:14 

Number 12, Lee. I'm far more fond of the smaller mikes for some strange reason. I still need to get 
the drivers made, though. (Then I can work on both of our #11s, too.) I've got a few ideas running 
around in my head to that end... 
 
The roof is held on with spray adhesive, and the edging wrapped arond the edges of the roof. I press 
the edges in place using the handle of one of my scribes. It's got a semi-circlular decorative ring cut 
into the handle, which I run over the underside and outside edges. Then, I cut the excess off with an 
x-acto knife. I've done three roofs this way, and so far none have come loose or torn. 
 
I've got an Alps printer, so I'll make my own decals for this one. I'm not sure how much of the 
pinstriping on the bunker I want to recreate, or how I want to actually do that. I've used vinyl striping 
in the past with great results, so I'll likely use that for the striping if I do apply it. I thought about 
having vinyl letters cut for this one as well, but I'll stick with decals for now. I'm getting better at 
applying them, finally. 
 
I hadn't planned on adding crosshead detail to this loco, but I may. Certainly if I replace the cylinders 
with larger ones, I'll add it then. I want to see how she runs with these smaller cylinders, first. The 
"Allison" runs very slow and smooth with the stock cylinders, and this loco's prototype had ridiculously 
small cylinders. Still, when I now look at the loco, I keep hearing Fletch's voice in the back of my head. 
That may prove to be too much to ignore.  
 
While I'm waiting for the weather to warm slightly, I'm sculpting figures for the cab. I also need to 
swing by the store and pick up some muratic acid to clean the brass. Then I think I'll start working on 
the passenger car... Or perhaps... 
 
 K 

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 18 Dec 2004 02:34:13 

Well, it's finally finished. Not without a few additional hitches, but that's par for the course. 
 



 
Engineer's side 

 
Front 



 
Fireman's side 

 



Painting 

The biggest hitch I found was with the Krylon bar-b-que paint I originally used for the smokebox. The 
instructions on the can said "no primer necessary." Sorry, but thanks for playing. The paint went on 
smooth enough, but a light tapping while reinstalling the boiler jacket sent the paint flaking right off. 
Took a wire brush to the front, got all the paint off (fairly effortlessly), then hit it with regular Krylon 
grey primer, then a coat of Krylon Ultra-flat black. The result was a far more durable finish.  
 
The boiler jacket is blackened brass sheet, per my article in chapter 3 of the Mason Bogie Masterclass. 
The finish wasn't quite as even as I had ideally hoped for, but I ran out of blackener during the 
process. There comes a time when "close enough" is good enough. 

 

The remainder of the loco was painted with Krylon primer and either Ultra, semi, or gloss black, 
depending on the pieces being painted. The tender tank was painted gloss black, the cab semi-flat, as 
were the domes and headlight. The underside was painted ultra-flat black.  
 
The hardest part of painting the frame and undercarriage was to make sure I didn't get paint on the 
valve gear. Little strips of masking tape kept the parts I didn't want painted from getting painted, but 
it was a bit of delicate work getting the tape on them in the first place. The wheel treads were 
"painted" with Vasoline prior to being sprayed, so that the paint would come off the treads without 
much effort. 
 
To remove the paint from the treads, I used a wire brush in the Dremel tool, but also hooked the 
chassis up to my air compressor to run the loco while I cleaned the wheels. This allowed me to not 
only clean the treads, but fine-tune the timing prior to final assembly. She now runs like a champ both 
forward and reverse. (At least on air... I have yet to "officially" steam her.) 



 



The inside of the cab was painted a light green, leftover from my passenger car project. This really 
shows off the cab construction, so I'm quite pleased with it. The doors are dark green, again left over 
from the combine project. I tried the light green on the interior side of the doors, but since they open 
out, the light green looked horrible against the outside of the locomotive.  
 
Also shown here is the coal load for the tender, and the toolbox that covers the butane tank. I hit a 
minor hitch here in that the surface the coal was glued to is plywood. I forgot that plywood has a VERY 
nasty tendency to warp when it gets wet. The darned thing bowed up in the middle around 3/16"! The 
only way to remedy that problem was to glue some brass angle bracket to the rear edge of the wood 
insert. Next time, I'll use styrene (as I had originally contemplated.) 
 
Decals 

 

Tell me again what the EPA has against dry transfers? These decals were absolute nightmares to 
apply. I still don't know why, either. Some went on without a hitch, some wouldn't lay down properly 
for love or money. On the "TVRR" on the tender, I had to "glue" the decals down with Future floor wax 
(clear acrylic) to get them to sit properly, and even then they didn't go down without a fight. I'm not 
100% happy with them, but I'm not dissatisfied enough to make me want to sand everything down 
and start over, either. The weathering hides a great multitude of sins. (The Jpeg compression makes 
the decals look worse than they really are.) 
 
In one departure from the prototype, I named this loco after myself, instead of "J.M. Blair," simply 
because my other Ruby rebuild is named "Allison," for my wife, and I wanted a loco named after me. 
Figured it would be cool to have both Ruby projects named for her and me. 
 
 



The Crew 

 

One of the things that impressed me about this locomotive is how absolutely small it is. I felt I needed 
to include a crew in the cab to convey that feeling, so no one would think it's a 1:29 scale model or 
something silly like that. Both the engineer and fireman are sculpted from Sculpey, ala Chris Wallas's 
figure class. The engineer's head is from a GI Joe figure, to which I added the hat. 

 



The fireman was actually the first of the two crewmembers I made. With the lubricator occupying "his" 
side of the cab, I felt he needed to be standing in the open area between the cab and tank. This does 
two things; first, it allows me to have a full figure, not one that's "amputated" to compensate for the 
steam lines and other mechanics. Also, it fills in the space between the tank and the cab, essentially 
masking the gas line heading down to the burner. I figured that if a fireman was going to be standing 
in that opening, he's likely be inspecting the rear of the train, so I posed him looking back. He's 
actually just a bit shorter than I would like, but he had to clear the roof overhang, and still be 
removable if need be. I had to cut his hat down just a bit so he'd fit. His face came out looking very 
young, so I figured he's the new kid learning the rope from the experienced engineer. 

Conclusion 

 



This has been yet another fun project for me. I taught myself new skills, tried new ideas, and just let 
myself have fun with this loco. I've always had a soft spot for the Maine 2-foot forneys, and this one 
capture the feel of them, but in a 3' gauge package. I don't know if it's as earthshatteringly different 
from all the "other" Ruby forney conversions I've seen as I had originally envisioned, but to my eyes, 
it's a very well proportioned loco, so I'm quite pleased with the results. It's got that "look" I was after, 
so I guess you can easily call it a success.  
 
And one month from now, she'll make her maiden run in Diamondhead--a year after I bought the 
original locomotive there. 
 
 K 

 
Reply author: Rod Hayward 
Replied on: 18 Dec 2004 04:36:23 

Splendid Kevin! It really has come together well and absolutely reeks atmosphere, give yourself a well 
earned pat on the back.  
 
Thanks for the pictures. 
 
Cheers 

 
Reply author: Timmy 
Replied on: 18 Dec 2004 09:02:55 

Very nice, Kevin. It's a very distinctive looking loco!  

 
Reply author: David Fletcher 
Replied on: 18 Dec 2004 16:00:21 

Absolutely stunning Kevin. That is a really full-on looking loco, of fabulous proportions. I think 
Accucraft could make those for entry level-mid level live steam and sell a squillion of them! I like the 
rustic look of the cab and bunker, just like the photos of the real thing! 
 
Well done Kevin..first to complete the Steam class! 
 
Fletch.  

 
Reply author: slimgauge 
Replied on: 19 Dec 2004 19:00:12 

It's not fair, I tell you ! My kit hasn't come yet and yet he's finished ! Foul ! 
(ok, that's enough whining, or I'll get myself a yellow card) *heh* 

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 20 Jan 2005 10:31:07 

EPILOGUE 
 
I just got back from my week in Nirvana, and thought I'd post a few notes after the loco's shakedown 
run. 
 
First, I had to replace the Ronson filler valve on the butane tank. The replacement seals well, but is 



very slow to fill for some reason. It's not anything I'm going to worry about, as I'm sure the Ronson 
valve will fail over time, and I'll replace it then. 
 
I installed new exhaust tube over the stock one (which I cut down) per drawings made by Vance Bass, 
shown below. I modified it further by crimping the top, and cutting two slits near the top so to catch 
the oil and water condensate that would otherwise get spit out the stack when first starting out.  
 

 
http://www.nmia.com/~vrbass/steam/ruby/rubygallery.htm 
 
This does a great job of making a fairly audible chuff, and keeps the top of the loco somewhat (but not 
entirely) clean. I used 5/16" tubing instead of the 3/8" that Vance used, mainly because that's what 
was in my stock bin. 
 
My suspicions about the need for a water bath in the bunker were well founded. The butane tank is 
completely isolated from the heat of the locomotive, as the cab floor is wood. This prevents any of the 
heat from the boiler from reaching the tank. All my other locos have the tank near the boiler, but also 
attached to a brass floor which conveys the heat of the loco to the tank itself.  
 
I tried room temperature water at first. It worked briefly, but the tank quickly cooled the water to 
where the pressure in the tank dropped to the point where I was almost unable to even raise steam. I 
removed the water (and sponges keeping the water from sloshing about), and tried it without anything 
surrounding the tank. Moderate improvement as the air temperature was immediately warmer than 
the cold water I removed, but the improvement was very short lived.  
 
I then tried hot tap water, and noticed an immediate (and lasting) improvement in performance. I did 
not try replacing the sponges in the bunker, but that will be next. I'm not a big fan of water simply 
floating around unchecked. 
 
As far as runnning characteristics go, I noticed no difference between it and the Allison, my older Ruby 
rebuild. I was expecting to see some difference based on my changing the valve gear from outside to 
inside admission, but I couldn't really tell. Both locos ran very smoothly, and at fairly slow speeds. 
 
The loco saw most action on the switching module I brought with me, so it spent as much time in 
forward as it did reverse. I found that I had pretty good response using just the Johnson bar to control 
the loco in this setting. I set the throttle, then simply used the reverse gear to get the loco going in 
either direction. It was certainly smoother (and slower) with using the throttle in conjunction with the 



Johnson bar, but certainly adequate without closing and opening the throttle. 
 
As an aside, I do want to note that R/C is not a necessity for switching operations. John DeKeles' 11 
year old son Brian spent a great deal of time on the switching module with his unmodified Ruby, 
running it by hand. It, too, was very controllable. 
 
Back to the KC Strong... The only failures I had were related to the JB Weld I used to hold on some 
accessories. The modified Bachmann bell stand failed during steam testing prior to heading down to 
Diamondhead. I replaced it with a Trackside Details stand, and had no problems. The whistle came 
loose, but that's probably more because I found myself using that as a handle to lift the steam dome 
so I could flip the cab roof forward. I'll likely end up drilling and tapping the dome to better attach the 
whistle. Beyond that, everything performed flawlessly and ran very smoothly. 
 
I love it when a plan comes together! 
 
 K 

 
Reply author: John Allman 
Replied on: 20 Jan 2005 15:22:35 

Kevin - I thought it ran extremely well. Thanks for taking the time to show me the switching module. 
 
John 

 
Reply author: Scottychaos 
Replied on: 20 Jan 2005 18:37:37 

Kevin, 
I’m not quite following the chuff pipe.. 
the notch cut out near the bottom, that looks like a whistle, 
thats the chuff bit? 
and the top of the new pipe is crimped? (up near the 0.375" dimension in the drawing) 
then you cut 2 slits up near the top? 
near the crimp? 
 
if you already have the lower "whistle" cutout, then why do you need additional slits up at the top? 
the oil can drain out the lower opening.. 
ah! I think it came to me as I was typing the question!  
you need the steam to fly PAST the lower whistle opening to get the chuff sound! 
is that correct? 
thanks, 
Scot 

 
Reply author: East Broad Top 
Replied on: 24 Jan 2005 13:30:52 

Scot, 
 
Correct. The lower opening is for acoustic purposes, the upper ones are so the steam can escape. I 
don't know if there would be a difference between cutting the slits and not. Perhaps if one didn't, one 
would have more of a whistle effect rather than a chuff. Any pipe organ technicians here? 
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